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ABSTRACT: We describe results from systematic measurements of the rate of
bubble Ostwald ripening in foams with air volume fraction of 90%. Several surfactant
systems, with high and low surface modulus, were used to clarify the eﬀect of the
surfactant adsorption layer on the gas permeability across the foam ﬁlms. In one series
of experiments, glycerol was added to the foaming solutions to clarify how changes in
the composition of the aqueous phase aﬀect the rate of bubble coarsening. The
experimental results are interpreted by a new theoretical model, which allowed us to
determine the overall gas permeability of the foam ﬁlms in the systems studied, and to decompose the ﬁlm permeability into
contributions coming from the surfactant adsorption layers and from the aqueous core of the ﬁlms. For veriﬁcation of the theoretical
model, the gas permeability determined from the experiments with bulk foams are compared with values, determined in an
independent set of measurements with the diminishing bubble method (single bubble attached at large airwater interface) and
reasonably good agreement between the results obtained by the two methods is found. The analysis of the experimental data showed
that the rate of bubble Ostwald ripening in the studied foams depends on (1) type of used surfactant—surfactants with high surface
modulus lead to much slower rate of Ostwald ripening, which is explained by the reduced gas permeability of the adsorption layers in
these systems; (2) presence of glycerol which reduces the gas solubility and diﬀusivity in the aqueous core of the foam ﬁlm (without
aﬀecting the permeability of the adsorption layers), thus also leading to slower Ostwald ripening. Direct measurements showed that
the foam ﬁlms in the studied systems had very similar thicknesses, thus ruling out the possible explanation that the observed
diﬀerences in the Ostwald ripening are due to diﬀerent ﬁlm thicknesses. Experiments with the Langmuir trough were used to
demonstrate that the possible diﬀerences in the surface tensions of the shrinking and expanding bubbles in a given foam are too small
to strongly aﬀect the rate of Ostwald ripening in the speciﬁc systems studied here, despite the fact that some of the surfactant solutions
have rather high surface modulus. The main reason for the latter observation is that the rate of surface deformation of the coarsening
bubbles is extremely low, on the order of 104 s1, so that the relaxation of the surface tension (though also slow for the high surface
modulus systems) is still able to reduce the surface tension variations down to several mN/m. Thus, we conclude that the main reason
for the reduced rate of bubble Ostwald ripening in the systems with high surface modulus is the low solubility and diﬀusivity of the gas
molecules in the respective condensed adsorption layers (which have solid rather than ﬂuid molecular packing).

1. INTRODUCTION
The mean bubble size is one of the most important foam
characteristics, which determines the foam stability, optical
and rheological properties, rate of water drainage, consumer
perception for quality, and so forth. Due to the dependence of
bubble capillary pressure on bubble size and to the noticeable
gas solubility in water (the foam continuous phase), the mean
bubble size in foams increases gradually with time, due to
gas transfer from the smaller toward the bigger bubbles. This
process is known in the literature as “foam coarsening” or
“bubble Ostwald ripening” and may be very signiﬁcant for various foam-based products (e.g., in food and beverage foams).
This process has attracted the attention of practitioners for
many years, due to its important practical implications. It is of signiﬁcant interest from a fundamental viewpoint as well,110
because it involves a complex cascade of gas-transfer processes
between the bubbles of various sizes, which is not well understood
and still misses univocal theoretical description. Furthermore, the
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bubble ripening in foams is conceptually related to the particle
ripening in several other important systems, such as emulsions,
aerosols, precipitates, and alloys, which are also of signiﬁcant
practical and fundamental interest.1115
In the pioneering work of Princen and Mason,16 a detailed
theoretical model was developed which accounted explicitly for
the gas diﬀusion across the surfactant monolayers, covering the
foam ﬁlm surfaces, and across the aqueous core of the foam ﬁlm,
formed in the contact zone between a single bubble and macroscopic airwater interface. On the basis of the proposed model
and experiments performed with several surfactant systems, the
authors determined the gas permeability of the entire foam ﬁlms
and of the surfactant adsorption layers for several surfactant systems. However, these authors did not try to measure the thickness
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of the foam ﬁlms, which is an important parameter in the theoretical
expression for the ﬁlm permeability (see, e.g., eq 8 below).
More sophisticated experimental procedure for measuring the
ﬁlm permeability with single bubbles, allowing also for determination of the foam ﬁlm thickness, was described in ref 17. A large
set of experimental results was obtained1721 by this method
(called “diminishing bubble method”) and reviewed recently in
ref 22. In these experiments, it was shown that the ﬁlm permeability depends on various factors, such as electrolyte and surfactant concentrations, temperature, surfactant molecular structure, and so forth. In all these studies,1722 the experiments were
performed with foam ﬁlms, formed between single bubbles and
the large airwater interface, so that it remained unclear how the
experimental results are related to the evolution of the mean
bubble size in the actual foams.
In a large number of other experimental1,4,5,8 and theoretical13,68 studies, the major aim was to determine the physical
characteristics, controlling the bubble size evolution in coarsening
foams. Most of these studies considered two-dimensional (2D)
foams for which an analytical expression for the growth rate of
the bubbles can be applied (so-called “von Neumann law”). According to the von Neumann law,23 the rate of change of the size of
n-sided bubble is proportional to (6  n). The theoretical and
experimental studies show that the normalized bubble area distribution in such 2D-foams remains invariant during coarsening at
longer times and, as a consequence, the average bubble radius
varies as t1/2 in the long-term regime.11
The analysis and the evolution description of the actual 3Dfoams are much more complex.13,68,2427 The main theoretical problem arises from the fact that the number of faces of a
given bubble depends on the probability distribution of the
number of Plateau borders (called “edges” in this literature) per
foam ﬁlm (often called “face”), which is not known in advance
and should be either deﬁned theoretically or determined experimentally.24,25 Numerous theoretical studies58,15,2428 have
been performed to clarify whether the growth rate of individual
bubble depends on the bubble topology (number of faces and
edges) and what is the exact value of the average number of faces
per bubble, f0, above which the bubbles grow with time (while
below f0 the bubbles shrink). The numerical values of f0, reported
in literature, vary from 13.4 to 15.8.8,15,28 The theoretical studies
and numerical simulations showed7 that the 3D-foams also reach
a long-term scaling regime, in which the average bubble size increases as t0.5.
The experimental results for foam coarsening in real 3D-foams
are limited4,8 and most of them are aimed to determine the
power-law index for the increase of bubble size with time
(especially in the long-term scaling regime). In the experimental
study by Durian et al.,4 the mean bubble size was indeed found to
increase as t0.5, as predicted theoretically.
The eﬀect of surfactants on the kinetics of foam coarsening
was studied experimentally by Saint-Jalmes et al.29,30 who compared the coarsening in foams stabilized by SDS and Na caseinate. The observed diﬀerence in the kinetics of bubble size increase was attributed to the diﬀerent thicknesses of the foam
ﬁlms, stabilized by these two types of foamers. On the other hand,
a number of articles have been recently published in which the
bubble coarsening in foams, stabilized by solid particles, was
studied. The experiments showed that the solid particles could
decrease signiﬁcantly the rate of bubble coarsening and even can
completely arrest it.3133 Several mechanisms were proposed in
literature for this eﬀect of the solid particles.3133
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In our previous study,34 we found that the addition of fatty
acids, as cosurfactants to the surfactant mixture of SLES and
CAPB (low-molecular-weight surfactants), leads to signiﬁcant increase of the dilatational surface modulus of the surfactant
solution. This high surface modulus (HSM) was shown to aﬀect
signiﬁcantly the foam-wall viscous friction, the viscous friction inside sheared foams, the rate and mode of foam ﬁlm thinning, and
the rate of bubble Ostwald ripening in the foams.34 No clear mechanistic explanation was given about the mechanism by which
these speciﬁc HSM-cosurfactants aﬀect the rate of Ostwald ripening.
The current study is a direct continuation of our previous
work, with the major aim being to understand the mechanism by
which the HSM-cosurfactants decelerate the Ostwald ripening in
these foam systems. The following possibilities are analyzed: the
cosurfactants could aﬀect the Ostwald ripening by changing the
surface tension of the bubbles (the tension of the shrinking and
expanding bubbles being diﬀerent), the molecular gas permeability of the foam ﬁlms, and/or the foam ﬁlm thickness. To
achieve our aim, we performed systematic series of experiments
with foams, stabilized by several surfactant mixtures with diﬀerent surface moduli. The performed experiments are analyzed by
original theoretical model, which accounts for the overall gas
permeability of the foam ﬁlms, formed between the neighboring
bubbles. The values for the ﬁlm permeability, determined from
experiments with foams, are compared with the permeability
measured in an independent series of experiments with single
bubbles attached to airwater interface. To reveal the mechanism of cosurfactant action, model experiments for determination of the foam ﬁlm thickness and for characterization of the
relevant surface properties of the foaming solutions were performed and analyzed.
The paper is organized as follows: The used materials and
methods are described in section 2. The experimental results for
the evolution of the bubble size distribution in the studied foams
are presented in section 3. The theoretical model for analysis of
the experimental results is described in section 4. The veriﬁcation
of model assumptions is presented in section 5. The obtained results for the overall gas permeability in the various systems are
presented and discussed in section 6, along with the results obtained from the model experiments with single bubbles. The
overall discussion of the results is presented in section 7. The
main conclusions are summarized in section 8.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. As in our previous studies,34,35 all surfactant solutions contained SLES (product of STEPAN Co., with commercial name
STEOL CS-170) and CAPB (cocoamidopropyl betaine, product of
Goldschmith, with commercial name Tego Betaine F50) in weight ratio
of 2:1. Stock solution of SLES+CAPB (denoted as BS in the text) with
total surfactant concentration of 10 wt % was prepared first. Before the
actual experiment, this solution was diluted down to 1:20 weight ratio,
thus leading to total surfactant concentration in the final foaming
solution of 0.5 wt %.
A series of surfactant mixtures was prepared by adding cosurfactants
to the SLES+CAPB solution. The following two types of cosurfactants
were tested: (1) Cosurfactants ensuring high surface modulus,34
i.e., lauric acid (LAc), myristic acid (MAc) and lauryl alcohol (LOH);
(2) Cosurfactant with low surface modulus, i.e., aminon L-02 Bis(2-hydroxyethyl)-lauramide (LADA).
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The procedure for preparation of the BS+cosurfactant mixture was as
follows: First, we prepared the stock solution of SLES+CAPB (BS) with
CTOT = 10 wt %. In the so-prepared concentrated solution, we dissolved
1 wt % cosurfactant, under mild stirring and heating, until clear solution
was formed. The solution was heated at 60 C for MAc, and at 45 C for
LAc and LOH, whereas LADA was dissolved without heating. After
cooling down to room temperature, the obtained concentrated solution
was diluted down to 1:20 weight ratio, with deionized water from Milli-Q
water puriﬁcation system (Millipore). Thus, the surfactant concentration
in the ﬁnal solution was 0.5 wt % BS system + 0.05 wt % cosurfactant.
When the eﬀect of glycerol was studied, the ﬁnal dilution was made with
glycerolwater mixture to reach a ﬁnal concentration of 40 wt % glycerol.
2.2. Foam Formation and Bubble Size Evolution. The initial
foam, containing bubbles with diameter around 0.10.2 mm, was prepared by a series of ejection/injection cycles of the foam through a
syringe needle, as described in ref 36. Thus-prepared foam was introduced into a Petri dish with height of 3 mm (to avoid significant water
drainage in the foam) and covered by an optical prism to avoid evaporation and gas diffusion through the foamatmosphere interface.
The Petri dish was placed in a thermostatted chamber and the temperature was maintained at 20 C during the experiment.
The bubble size distribution was determined by using the procedure
of Garrett et al.37,38 A video camera, equipped with long-workingdistance magnifying lens, was focused on a certain region in the foam
sample, which was in contact with the glass prism, and used to capture
images of the bubbles for a period of 1 h. The bubble size distribution was
determined from these images by using the relation RB = (ABP/π)1/2,
where ABP is the projected area of a given bubble in contact with the
prism wall.37,38 Image analysis software is used to determine the distribution of the projected bubble areas on the prism wall surface and,
hence, of the bubble size distribution in a given moment of the experiment. In this way, we were able to record the evolution of bubble size
distribution, as a function of the coarsening time, t. We have checked
carefully all samples for bubble coalescence by optical observations. Only
systems in which no bubblebubble coalescence was seen during the
entire experiment were included in the paper.

2.3. Bubble under Large AirWater Interface (Diminishing
Bubble Method). By this method, we determined the gas permeability
of single foam films, formed between a bubble attached by gravity to an
airwater interface.16,39 A single bubble with an initial diameter of
around 400 μm was formed by a syringe needle in a Petri dish, filled
with the surfactant solution. The Petri dish was placed in a thermostatted
chamber and the temperature was maintained at 20 C during the
experiment. The thermostatted chamber was placed on the stage of
microscope Axioplan (Zeiss, Germany), which allowed us to measure
precisely the bubble equatorial radius in transmitted light, as well as the
radius and thickness of the foam film in reflected light.
The gas pressure inside the bubble is higher than the atmospheric
pressure, which leads to permeation of gas across the foam ﬁlm and to
diminishing of the bubble with time. As a consequence, both the bubble
radius and the ﬁlm radius decrease with time. The changes in the bubble
size, ﬁlm radius, and ﬁlm thickness were measured for a period of several
hours. The gas permeability coeﬃcient K was calculated by using the
following equation:39

the deviations of the surface tension from its equilibrium value, upon
slow expansion and contraction of the adsorption layer (thus mimicking
the surfaces of expanding and shrinking bubbles in coarsening foams),
were performed in Langmuir trough model 302LL/D1, Nima Technology Ltd., UK. The area of the adsorption layer was varied with two
parallel barriers, which moved symmetrically with a predefined linear
speed. The surface pressure was measured by a Wilhelmy plate, made of
chromatographic paper. The plate was positioned in the middle between
the barriers and oriented in parallel to them. All measurements were
performed at 20.0 ( 0.5 C.
After pouring the surfactant solution into the trough, we waited for
the surface tension to reach its equilibrium value. Afterward, the surface
area between the two barriers was slowly expanded or compressed, and
relatively large surface deformations were applied for a long period of
time (1000 s). During this deformation, we could measure the experimental dependence of the surface tension, σ, on the relative surface
:
deformation, α, and on the rate of deformation, R. From the measured
surface tension, we calculated the dependence of the surface stress, τ, on
the surface deformation and on the rate of surface deformation
AðtÞ
A0

ð2Þ

where σ(t) and A(t) are the instantaneous surface tension and layer area,
respectively, σEQ is the equilibrium surface tension, and A0 is the area of
the referent nondeformed state.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE BUBBLE SIZE
EVOLUTION IN THE STUDIED FOAMS
3.1. Evolution of the Bubble Size Distribution. The bubble
evolution in the studied foams could be described by considering the changes of several characteristics: (1) evolution of the
entire bubble size distribution; (2) evolution of the various
mean bubble sizes; (3) evolution of the polydispersity of the
bubble size distribution. These characteristics are defined below
and experimental results are presented to illustrate the main
trends.
To account for the fact that the total volume of gas in the system is preserved during the coarsening process, we normalized the
bubble size distributions by number and by volume with a factor
which arises from the requirement for ﬁxed volume of the system.40
Thus, the bubble size distribution by number, fN, is deﬁned as
fN ðdi , tÞ ¼

Ni ðdi , tÞ
ðdiþ1  di Þ

1
N

∑ Niðdi, tÞdi3
i¼1

ð3Þ

where Ni(di, t) is the number of bubbles having a diameter in the
interval around di (from di Δd/2 to di + Δd/2) per unit volume of
the foam, where Δd = di  di1 = di+1  di (equal intervals),
whereas the sum in the denominator is the volume of all bubbles in
the moment t. In a similar way, the bubble size distribution by
volume is deﬁned as



 Z t 
2
Patm  4
8 3
4
3
=
R  ½RB ðtÞ þ R0  ½RB ðtÞ
K ¼
RF ðtÞ dt
0
9
2σ 0

fV ðdi , tÞ ¼

di3 Ni ðdi , tÞ
ðdiþ1  di Þ

ð1Þ
Where Patm is the atmospheric pressure, σ is the surface tension
measured by drop shape analysis, R0 is the initial bubble radius, RB(t)
is the equatorial radius of the bubble at time t, and RF(t) is the ﬁlm radius.

αðtÞ ¼ ln

τðtÞ ¼ σðtÞ  σ EQ

1
N

∑

i¼1

ð4Þ

Ni ðdi , tÞdi3

The mean bubble diameters are deﬁned by the following
expression:
dn, n1 ¼

2.4. Surface Expansion and Compression of Surfactant
Adsorption Layers. Experiments, aimed to determine how large are
14809
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Figure 1. Bubble size distribution by (A) volume and (B) number, after diﬀerent times as indicated in the ﬁgures, for foam stabilized by SLES+Betaine
+40 wt % glycerol, Φ = 0.9. (C) Diﬀerent mean bubble diameters, as a function of time for the same system. (D) Scaled polydispersity as a function of
time. The points are experimental data, whereas the curves are theoretical predicted evolution of the mean bubble size by using the theoretical model
described in section 4.

For n = 1, the above equation deﬁnes the mean bubble diameter
by number, d10. For n = 2, it gives the mean surface-length
diameter, d21. For n = 3, it deﬁnes the mean volume-surface
diameter, d32, and for n = 4, the diameter d43, which is often called
“mean volume diameter”, because its value is very close to that of
dV50 (the actual mean volume diameter).
As a measure of bubble polydispersity we used the normalized
value, deﬁned as
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Æðd  ÆdæÞ2 æ
σd
d21
¼
¼
1
ð6Þ
Ædæ
d
d10
where Ædæ = d10 is the mean bubble diameter by number.
As an illustration of the evolution of these parameters, we
show in Figure 1 the experimental data for foams, stabilized by
SLES+Betaine+40 wt % glycerol. One sees that the peak in the
distribution by volume is moving with time toward the bigger
bubbles, whereas the relative contribution of the small bubbles
decreases with time; see Figure 1A. In agreement, the number
concentration of the small bubbles, which is given by the product
fNΔd, decreases signiﬁcantly with time; see Figure 1B (note that a
log-scale is used for fN). The number concentration of the
smallest bubbles decreased more than 20 times during the
experiment, which is directly related to the observed increase
of the volume and number of the larger bubbles in the foam. This
eﬀect is illustrated even better by plotting the mean bubble diameters as functions of time—as seen in Figure 1C, all mean
bubble diameters gradually increase with time.
The scaled polydispersity for the same system is presented in
Figure 1D as a function of time. One sees that the initial increase of
the mean bubble size is accompanied with an increase of the scaled
polydispersity; however, in the following period, after 1500 s the

Figure 2. Mean volume-surface diameter, d32, as a function of time, for
foams stabilized by BS (empty red circles), BS+LADA (dark red
hexagons), BS+LAc (green triangles), BS+LOH (pink diamonds), and
BS+MAc (blue squares). All foaming solutions do not contain glycerol
and the air volume fraction is Φ = 0.9. The points are experimental data,
whereas the curves are theoretically predicted mean bubble size by the
model described in section 4.

scaled polydispersity remains almost constant, σd/d = 0.52 ( 0.02,
which indicates the transition toward the long-term asymptotic
behavior. As expected, in this asymptotic regime the mean bubble
diameters increase approximately as t1/2.
3.2. Effect of the Studied Factors on the Evolution of the
Mean Bubble Diameters. Below, we present experimental results
for the various surfactant systems studied, treated as described in
section 3.1.
A. Effect of Cosurfactants in the Absence of Glycerol. In this
series of experiments, we compared the rate of bubble size increase
for foams, stabilized by BS and BS+cosurfactant (LOH, LAc, MAc,
or LADA). The obtained results for the mean volume-surface
14810
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diameter, d32, are shown in Figure 2. One sees that the increase of
d32 is significantly faster for foams stabilized by BS and BS+LADA,
which have low surface modules (LSM), as compared to the foams
stabilized by BS+high surface modulus (HSM) cosurfactants—
LOH, LAc, and MAc. The slowest bubble size increase is observed
in the foams stabilized by BS+MAc, whereas intermediate rate is
measured with LAc and LOH as cosurfactants. From this series of
experiments, we can conclude that the cosurfactants ensuring
HSM significantly decrease the rate of bubble Ostwald ripening,
whereas the cosurfactants with LSM have a relatively small effect.
This conclusion was supported with larger set of experiments with
other cosurfactants, which are not discussed in the current paper.
B. Effect of Cosurfactants in the Presence of Glycerol. In this
series of experiments, 40 wt % glycerol was added to the foaming
solutions. The role of the cosurfactants on the mean bubble size
in glycerol-containing systems is illustrated in Figure 3, where
the evolution of d32 for the systems BS, BS+LAc, BS+LOH, and
BS+MAc is compared. One sees that the addition of cosurfactants
with HSM again leads to reduction of the rate of Ostwald
ripening. The lowest rate is observed with foams stabilized by
MAc and LOH, whereas LAc has an intermediate effect. However,
the relative effect of cosurfactants in the presence of glycerol is less
pronounced, compared to the case in the absence of glycerol. This
is mainly due to the fact that the addition of 40 wt % glycerol
to the foams stabilized by BS leads to significant reduction of the
rate of Ostwald ripening (even without cosurfactants); compare
Figures 2 and 3. Therefore, we see the combined effects of
glycerol and cosurfactants with HSM in the results shown in
Figure 3. These two effects are decomposed in the theoretical
analysis of the experimental data (see section 6 below).

4. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR DESCRIPTION OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The results presented in the previous section clearly demonstrate that both glycerol and HSM-cosurfactants lead to signiﬁcant deceleration of the Ostwald ripening process. The questions
that arise from these results are as follows: (1) what is the reason
for the observed eﬀects, and (2) how can we describe quantitatively the experimental data?
The theoretical models described in the literature could be
classiﬁed into two groups: (1) steady-state mean-ﬁeld models,
which are applicable after a long time only, when a steady-state in
the foam evolution is reached, and (2) transient mean-ﬁeld models
which can be used for prediction of the evolution of bubble size
distribution, starting from a given initial bubble size distribution.
The ﬁrst type of model can be used only if the mean bubble size
has become much larger than the initial bubble size and the scaled
bubble polydispresity has reached a value of ∼0.5.24,25 These types
of models are not appropriate for interpretation of our experimental data, because the ﬁrst requirement is not satisﬁed; see
Figures 1 and 2 above. Therefore, we adapted and modiﬁed some
of the models from the second group to describe our data.
According to the model developed by Lemlich,1 the bubbles in
the foam could be classiﬁed into N classes, each of them having
mean bubble size di, with the number of bubbles falling into this
class being Ni. The change of the moles of gas, ni, in a bubble with
diameter di for a period of time, dt, could be expressed by the ﬁrst
law of Fick
dni
ΔP
¼  ksi
RT
dt

Figure 3. Mean volume-surface diameter, d32, as a function of time, for
foams stabilized by BS (red empty circles), BS+LAc (green triangles),
BS+LOH (pink diamonds), and BS+MAc (blue squares). All foaming
solutions contain 40 wt % glycerol. Air volume fraction is Φ = 0.9. The
points are experimental data, whereas the curves are theoretically
predicted mean bubble size by the model described in section 4.

where ni presents the moles of gas inside the bubble under consideration, k is the eﬀective permeability (deﬁned per unit area)
to the gas transfer across the bubble surface, si is the surface area
through which the gas transfer occurs, ΔP is the mean pressure
diﬀerence between the bubble and the other bubbles surrounding it, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature. It
is suggested in ref 1 that the pressure diﬀerence ΔP could be expressed as the diﬀerence between the pressure in the speciﬁc
bubble under consideration and a hypothetical bubble of some
intermediate diameter, F, which would be in equilibrium with the
mean concentration of gas dissolved in the continuous medium
around the bubbles. Furthermore, it was shown rigorously in ref 1
that the diameter of this hypothetical bubble should coincide
with the mean surface-length radius, F = r21, in order to conserve
the total volume of gas in the foam during the entire Ostwald
ripening process. Lemlich1 assumed that the area through which
the gas transfer takes place, si, coincides with the total surface area
of the bubble.
The assumptions used in Lemlich’s model1 are justiﬁed only
for diluted dispersions of separated bubbles or drops, immersed
in a liquid medium. However, the bubbles in real foams are compressed against each other, so that thin foam ﬁlms are formed
between them. The thickness of the foam ﬁlms is much smaller
than the thickness of the aqueous layer in the Plateau channels.
As a consequence, the transport of gas molecules across the
foam ﬁlms is much faster, as compared to the transport across
the Plateau channels, which means that the ﬂux of gas molecules
between the neignboring bubbles passes across the foam ﬁlms
exclusively, because the resistance for gas transfer is proportional to the thickness of the liquid layer to be crossed.
Therefore, we modiﬁed eq 7 to correspond better to our
systems, by substituting the total area of the bubble, si, with the
total area of the foam ﬁlms for given bubble, sFi. In addition, we
reﬁned Lemlich’s expression for the total gas permeability of
the ﬁlms, k, by introducing the formula of Princen and Mason16
which accounts for the two distinct contributions—of the gas
permeability across the aqueous core of the foam ﬁlm (with
thickness h), and of the gas permeability of the surfactant
adsorption monolayers, kml
k¼

ð7Þ
14811

DH
h þ 2D=kml

ð8Þ
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Here, D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and H is the Henry’s solubility coeﬃcient of the gas molecules in the liquid phase (viz.,
in the liquid core of the ﬁlm).
To calculate the area of the ﬁlms for a given bubble, we suppose that sFi is proportional to the total surface area of the bubble,
sFi  si = 4πr2i , where ri is the radius of the bubble under
consideration. The ratio of the total ﬁlm area of all bubbles in the
foam, SF, to the total surface area of these bubbles can be expressed by the following equation, proposed by Princen:41

Table 1. Film Permeability, k, for Various Systems, as
Determined from the Comparison of the Experimental
Data for Bulk Foams and the Theoretical Model Described
in Section 4a
k  105, m/s
no glycerol

+ glycerol
16 ( 5 (15.8)

BS

76 ( 25 (75)

ð9Þ

BS+LADA

80 ( 10 (79)

BS+LOH

13 ( 4 (12.8)

where S0 is the surface area of the nondeformed bubbles, Φ is the
air volume fraction, and f(Φ) is a known function:41

BS+LAc

17 ( 5 (16.8)

6 ( 1 (5.9)

BS+MAc

8 ( 1 (7.9)

4 ( 1 (3.9)

SF 1:083
≈
f ðΦÞ
S0 Φ2=3

f ðΦÞ ¼ 1  3:2=ðΦ=ð1  ΦÞ þ 7:7Þ

0:5

ð10Þ

Using these assumptions, and taking into account that the
driving force of the process is the diﬀerence in the gas concentrations in the bubbles of diﬀerent radii, we modiﬁed the approach of Lemlich,1 and expressed the rate of gas transfer from a
bubble, having radius ri, to the surrounding bubbles as follows:
dni
SF ðPi  PM Þ
¼  k si
RT
dt
S0

Pi ¼ Patm

σ 1Φ~
S
POSM ðΦÞ þ 2
þ
ri
Φ
S0

ð12Þ

where Patm is the atmospheric pressure, σ is the surface tension,
and P~OSM(Φ) is the dimensionless osmotic pressure of the foam.
Note that eq 12 accounts for both the eﬀect of bubble size and the
eﬀect of bubble volume fraction, because the compression of the
bubbles in densely populated foam leads to increase of the pressure in the individual bubbles.
For typical polydisperse emulsions, Princen and Kiss43 found
that the following empirical functions describe their experimental
data for the osmotic pressure:
~OSM ðΦÞ ¼ 0:237
P

Φ  0:715
0:285
 0:068 ln
 0:098
1Φ
1Φ

0:715 < Φ < 0:90

ð13aÞ

0:00819Φ2
ð1  0:9639ΦÞ2
0:90 < Φ < 0:99

ð13bÞ

~OSM ðΦÞ ¼
P

a

The mean values in parentheses are calculated by using eq 14a for
dimensionless osmotic pressure, whereas the values without parentheses
are calculated by using eq 13b.

bubbles and drops; therefore, we can apply the same expressions
to foams.
For monodisperse foams of equally sized and regularly arranged bubbles, Hoehler et al.44 proposed the following relation
to describe their experimental data for the osmotic pressure:

ð11Þ

where si is the area of a nondeformed bubble with radius ri, Pi is the
gas pressure in such bubble, and PM is the gas pressure in a hypothetical bubble with some intermediate radius that would neither
increase not decrease in the given moment, because the average
ﬂux of gas toward such bubble would be zero (in average). The
value of PM is deﬁned by eq 18 below. To calculate the pressure inside bubble, Pi, we used an expression derived by Princen42

In eq 12, S is the total surface area of the deformed
bubbles, which
R
2
~
can be found41 by the relation S/S0 = 1 + Φ
ΦCR(P OSM/3Φ ) dΦ.
Explicit expressions for S(Φ), corresponding to Princen’s functions, are given by eqs 49 and 50 in ref 41. Note that, according to
the approach developed by Princen, the dimensionless osmotic
pressure of foams and emulsions with the same volume fraction
and polydispersity should be the same, because the osmotic
pressure is determined only by the surface deformation of the

5 ( 1 (4.9)

P~OSM ðΦÞ ¼ 7:3

ðΦ  0:74Þ2
ð1  ΦÞ1=2

0:74 < Φ < 0:99

ð14aÞ

The integration of eq 14a with respect to Φ leads to the
following expression for S(Φ), which corresponds to the func~OSM, introduced by Hoehler et al.:44
tion for P
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SðΦÞ=S0 ¼ 1:097  2:433ð2 þ 0:5476=ΦÞ 1  Φ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þ 5:869 arctanh 1  Φ 0:74 < Φ < 0:99

ð14bÞ

Direct numerical calculations with the expressions proposed
by Princen43 and Hoehler44 gave very similar results for the ﬁlm
permeability in our systems and lead to the same conclusions; see
Table 1 and the discussion in the following section. Therefore,
we will not distinguish systematically between these two cases
throughout the paper.
Substituting eq 12 into eq 11, we obtain the following
expression for the rate of gas transfer from ith bubble to its
neighboring bubbles:


dni
SF
Patm
σ 1Φ~
S 1 PM

¼  k 4πri2
þ
POSM ðΦÞ þ 2
dt
S0
RT
RT
Φ
S0 ri RT

ð15Þ
Note that the number of bubbles having radius ri is denoted by
Ni, and each bubble with radius ri contains ni moles of gas.
Therefore, the total number of moles of gas in the foam is
n¼

N

∑ Ni n i
i¼1

ð16Þ

For a closed system, this total amount of gas moles should
remain constant during the entire process:
N

dNi ni N
dni
Ni ¼ 0
≈
dt
dt
i¼1


N
SF
Patm
σ 1Φ~
S 1 PM
POSM ðΦÞ þ 2
þ
¼0
 k 4π
Ni ri2

RT
Φ
S0 ri RT
S0
RT
i¼1

∑
i¼1

∑

∑

ð17Þ
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The term ni(dNi/dt) is neglected in the mass balance, eq 17,
because the only bubbles that change their number Ni with
time are the smallest bubbles, disappearing at the end of their
shrinkage. However, these smallest bubbles contain a negligible
content of gas, ni f 0, so that the product ni(dNi/dt) has no
contribution to the total mass balance. Thus, we obtain for the
mean pressure, PM
PM ¼ Patm þ

σ 1Φ~
S
POSM ðΦÞ þ 2
r21
Φ
S0

ð18Þ

which is the analogue of the mean eﬀective bubble diameter, F,
introduced by Lemlich,1 with an additional account for the eﬀect
of air volume fraction on the internal pressure of the bubbles.
Introducing this expression for PM into eq 15, we obtain the
following expression for the rate of change of the gas moles in
bubble with radius, ri:
dni
SF
σ 1Φ~
S
POSM ðΦÞ þ 2
¼  k 4πri2
RT
Φ
S0
dt
S0

end of the process. The discrete intervals r2  r1 = r3  r2 = ... =
rN  rN1 = Δr are all equal.
The number of bubbles having radii between r1 and r2 (per
unit foam volume) is denoted by p2, whereas the number of
bubbles having radii between rj1 and rj is denoted by pj. The
latter is related to the number distribution, fN(r, t), by the integral
pj ¼

fN ðrj , tÞ ¼

Pi Vi
RT

ð20Þ

ð23Þ

pjþ1 ðtÞ þ pj ðtÞ
2Δr

dp2
p2 ðtÞ dr1 p2 ðtÞ þ p3 ðtÞ dr2
¼

Δr dt
2Δr
dt
dt
dpj
pj ðtÞ þ pj1 ðtÞ drj1 pjþ1 ðtÞ þ pj ðtÞ drj
¼

dt
dt
dt
2Δr
2Δr

dri
SF σ 1  Φ~
S
POSM ðΦÞ þ 2
¼ k
Φ
S0
dt
S0 Patm

1 1

ri r21

1 1

ri r21

p2 ðtÞ þ p3 ðtÞ
r2 ðt þ δtÞ  r2 ðtÞ
2Δr

pj ðtÞ þ pj1 ðtÞ
rj1 ðt þ δtÞ  rj1 ðtÞ
pj ðt þ δtÞ ¼ pj ðtÞ þ
2Δr

pjþ1 ðtÞ þ pj ðtÞ
rj ðt þ δtÞ  rj ðtÞ j g 3

2Δr

∂fN ðr, tÞ
∂
þ ðfN ðr, tÞψðr, tÞÞ ¼ 0
∂t
∂r

2
ðtÞ ln
þ r21

rj ðt þ δtÞ  r21 ðtÞ
rj ðtÞ  r21 ðtÞ

ð27Þ

From eq 27 we determined rj(t + δt) which is needed to solve
eq 26. If the calculated diﬀerence rj(t + δt)  rj(t) is smaller than
the predeﬁned value of Δr, we calculated pj(t + δt) and f(rj,
t + δt) from eqs 26 and 24, respectively, and determined the new
value of the mean bubble radius, r21(t + δt). Otherwise, we
decreased the time-step and repeated the calculations until the
requirement rj(t + δt)  rj(t) < Δr was fulﬁlled for each class of
bubbles, j.
For calculation of r21(t + δt), we used
N

ð22Þ

where ψ(r, t) = dr/dt for our system is given by eq 21. To solve
numerically the partial diﬀerential eq 22, we followed the
common practice40 to reduce it to a set of ordinary diﬀerential equations, by discretizing the functions with respect to r.
Following the scheme described in ref 40, we divided the bubbles
in the system into N + 1 classes, starting from 0, r1, r2, ..., rN,
where rN is chosen in such a way that f(rN+1, t = tend) = 0 at the

ð26Þ

For calculation of rj(t + δt), we solved analytically eq 21, under
the reasonable assumption that r21 is a constant for the (relatively
short) time interval between t and t + δt. The following
expression was derived:


FðΦÞδt ¼ r21 ðtÞ rj ðt þ δtÞ  rj ðtÞ

ð21Þ
where F(Φ) depends on the material characteristics of the foam,
but does not depend on r and t. Note that r21(t) is also a function
of time. Thus, at a given moment, t, the bubbles with size bigger
than r21 increase their size, whereas the bubbles with size smaller
than r21 decrease their size, as a result of the Ostwald ripening
process.
To proceed further, we use the fact that the bubble size
distribution by number fN(r,t) satisﬁes the continuity equation
along the Ostwald ripening process:4548


p2 ðtÞ
r1 ðt þ δtÞ  r1 ðtÞ
Δr



ð20aÞ

where we have used the fact that the change of the moles of gas
inside the bubble leads mainly to change of the bubble volume
(the pressure change is relatively small compared to the atmospheric pressure). Comparing eqs 19 and 20a, we derive

jg3

where drj/dt are expressed by eq 21. Assuming that the time-step
is suﬃciently small, we can linearize the above equations to
obtain the values of pj(t + δt) from the preceding values pj(t):
p2 ðt þ δtÞ ¼ p2 ðtÞ þ

dni
Pi dVi
Vi dPi Pi dVi Patm dVi
¼
þ
≈
≈
dt
RT dt
RT dt RT dt RT dt

ð24Þ

ð25Þ

Therefore

¼  FðΦÞ

fN ðr, tÞ dr

we derive the following set of ordinary diﬀerential equations:

ð19Þ

ni ¼

rj1

Using eqs 2223 and the fact that for suﬃciently small
intervals

1 1

ri r21

On the other hand, following Princen and Mason,16 we can
assume that the gas in the bubbles obeys the ideal gas law:

Z r
j

r21 ðt þ δtÞ ¼

∑ ri2 ðt þ δtÞfN ðri , t þ δtÞ
i¼1
N

∑ ri ðt þ δtÞfN ðri , t þ δtÞ

ð28Þ

i¼1

The value of r21(t + δt), determined from eq 28, is used for
calculation of r21(t) = [r21(t + δt)+ r21(t)]/2, and with this new
value, we calculated again rj(t + δt), pj(t + δt), and r21(t + δt).
This iterative procedure stops when the diﬀerence between the
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values of r21(t + δt), calculated in two consecutive iterative steps,
becomes smaller than 106 in dimensionless units, because the
calculation of the gas ﬂuxes between the bubbles is based on the
assumption that r21 is constant within an incremental time step
in the calculations. The iterative loops used in the numerical
scheme, as described above, are schematically represented in
Figure 4.
By using this numerical procedure, we can predict the evolution of the bubble size distribution in the foams, if the ﬁlm
permeability, k, and the initial bubble size distribution are known.
Since we do not know in advance the ﬁlm permeability for the
studied foams, we used the theoretical model to ﬁt the experimental data for the bubble size evolution with the single
adjustable parameter being the ﬁlm permeability, k. The description of the experimental results with the proposed model is
demonstrated in Figures 1,3, where the points are experimental
data, whereas the curves are drawn according to the model. One
sees that the description of the experimental results is relatively
good, and thus we could determine the values of k for the
surfactant systems studied.

5. VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
As explained in the previous section, from the best ﬁt to the
experimental data for a given surfactant system, we can determine the value of k, which has the meaning of foam ﬁlm
permeability with respect to gas transfer (per unit area of the
foam ﬁlms). The values of k, determined for the various
surfactant systems, are compared in Table 1. These values are
determined under the following assumptions: (1) The average
ﬁlm thickness between the diﬀerent bubbles in the foam is
constant during the entire period of foam coarsening, and
(2) all bubbles in a given foam have the same surface tension.
These two important assumptions of the model are checked with
independent experiments and some theoretical estimates, described in the current section.
The thickness of the foam ﬁlms formed from BS and BS+MAc
solutions, at two diﬀerent capillary pressures of 50 Pa (corresponding to mean bubble radius in the foam of ∼1 mm) and 104
Pa (corresponding to mean bubble radius of 2 μm) was measured
by the capillary cell method.49,50 At both pressures studied, the
ﬁlm thickness for BS and BS+MAc coincide in the frame of our
experimental accuracy—at 50 Pa, the measured ﬁlm thicknesses
were 35 ( 3 nm and 39 ( 3 nm for BS and BS+MAc,
respectively. At 104 Pa, the measured ﬁlm thicknesses were
16 ( 3 nm for BS and 14 ( 2 nm for BS+MAc. One sees that,
at both pressures, which cover the entire range of bubble
diameters of interest in the present study, the thicknesses of
the ﬁlms for BS and BS+MAc diﬀer by less than 15%, whereas the
diﬀerence in the ﬁlm permeability is larger than 9 times. Therefore, we can conclude unambiguously that the reason for the
diﬀerent rates of Ostwald ripening in BS and BS+MAc stabilized
foams is not related to diﬀerent ﬁlm thicknesses in these two
systems. Similar ﬁlm thicknesses were determined with all other
foaming solutions studied.
To account for the possible change of the ﬁlm thickness in a
given system, along the coarsening process, due to the increasing
bubble size and the related decrease of the bubble capillary
pressure, we calculated the dependence of h on the compressing
capillary pressure, by taking into account the fact that these ﬁlms
are electrostatically stabilized. For quantitative description of the
dependence of the ﬁlm thickness on the capillary pressure, we

Figure 4. Schematic presentation of the numerical procedure described
in section 4.

used the following expression:5052

ΠðhÞ ¼ 64Cel RT tanh

eψS
4kB T

2
expð  khÞ 

AH
6πh3
ð29Þ

where the ﬁrst term accounts for the electrostatic repulsion and
the second term accounts for the van der Waals attraction. In
eq 29, Cel is electrolyte concentration, R is universal gas constant,
T is temperature, e is elementary charge, kB is Boltzmann
constant, ψS is surface potential, k is Debye parameter, AH is
Hamaker constant, and h is the ﬁlm thickness. For the systems
studied, the electrolyte concentration is 7.5 mM, which gives the
Debye length of k1 ≈ 3.5 nm. Assuming ψS ≈ 100 mV50 and
AH = 4  1020 J,52 we calculated the Π(h) isotherm of the foam
ﬁlms, which predicted that the ﬁlm thicknesses at 50 Pa and 104
Pa are 32 and 16.5 nm, respectively, which is in an excellent
agreement with the experimentally determined values of 35 and
16 nm. These estimates support the assumption that the studied
ﬁlms are electrostatically stabilized. Furthermore, using the calculated Π(h) isotherm, we can estimate that the ﬁlm thickness
in the actual foams should increase upon coarsening from 26 nm
(at 500 Pa for small bubbles) up to 29 nm (at 150 Pa for the larger
bubbles). This change of the ﬁlm thickness is rather small and
does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the numerical results or the conclusions drawn from the performed study. Therefore, we can conclude from these estimates that the assumption of constant ﬁlm
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of these small bubbles in the total air volume in the foam is
negligible, so we could assume for this estimate that the conditions during the surface shrinking of the small bubbles are similar
to those for the expanding large bubbles.
To check how signiﬁcant the deviations of the surface tension
are, upon expansion and shrinking of the bubbles, we performed
experiments in the Langmuir trough by the procedure described
:
in section 2.4 above, for values of α and R mimicking those in the
studied foams. The obtained results for BS and BS+MAc solutions are shown in Figure 5. One sees that the surface stress
remains almost zero for the BS solutions, which means that, at the
:
used rate of surface deformation, R ≈ 8  104, the adsorption
layer in BS-stabilized foams relax rapidly and all bubbles in the
foam have the same surface tension. The small drift in the surface
tension of this system, observed in Figure 5 after 1000 s, is an
artifact of the measurement that does not aﬀect any of the conclusions. On the other hand, the surface stress in BS+MAc decreases steeply during compression and increases rapidly upon
expansion, thus creating some diﬀerence between the surface tension of compressing and expanding surfaces. However, we found
that this diﬀerence is relatively small, ∼4 mN/m only.
To check whether the detected diﬀerence in the surface
tension of the shrinking and expanding bubbles in the BS+MAc
stabilized foams aﬀect signiﬁcantly the data interpretation, we
modiﬁed the equation for the rate of bubble coarsening (eq 21),
with the following approximate expression:
Figure 5. (A) Applied surface deformation and (B) measured surface
stress, as functions of time, for adsorption layers formed from 0.5 wt %
(SLES+CAPB) + 0.025 wt % MAc (red symbols) and 0.5 wt %
(SLES+CAPB) (blue symbols).

thickness along the coarsening process is satisﬁed with very
reasonable accuracy.
A possible explanation for the diﬀerent gas permeability in the
foams stabilized by BS and BS+MAc could be related to the
diﬀerent driving forces (expressed through the bubble capillary
pressures) in these two systems. Namely, in our previous studies34
we showed that BS+MAc solutions have much higher surface
dilatational elasticity than BS solutions. This high elasticity suggests that the expanding bubbles may have higher surface tension
compared to the shrinking bubbles in a given foam. The diﬀerent
surface tension, in turn, would change the capillary pressures
driving the bubble coarsening—an eﬀect which is not included in
our model.
Therefore, we measured the dynamic surface tension for
slowly expanding and shrinking adsorption layers in Langmuir
trough, under conditions resembling those of the bubble surfaces
in the coarsening foams. Previous experiments34 with BS+MAc
adsorption layers showed that the surface stress for this system
depends on both the surface deformation and the rate of surface
deformation. Therefore, we ﬁrst estimated the typical surface
deformation and the rate of surface deformation for the bubbles
in the studied foams. The rate of surface deformation was estimated for the largest bubbles in the foam, because they show the
highest rate of surface expansion (where the variations in the
surface tension are expected to be the biggest), and for BS+MAc
:
system, we found R ≈ 5  104 s1. The maximum surface
deformation during the entire foam experiments was ∼0.7 for the
largest bubbles in the foams. It is very diﬃcult to determine
accurately the rate of bubble size decrease for the smallest
bubbles in the foam, due to the larger uncertainty in the actual
size evolution of these small bubbles. However, the contribution

ri dri
σ 21
σi
ri
¼ k
F1 ðΦÞ

dt
Patm
σ 21 r21

ð30Þ

Here, σ21 is the equilibrium surface tension for the bubbles
with size equal to r21, which neither shrink nor expand in the
foam, whereas σi is the surface tension of the bubbles with size ri.
As a ﬁrst-level approximation, we assumed that all bubbles with
sizes larger than r21 have surface tension 2 mN/m higher than the
equilibrium (22 mN/m), whereas all bubbles with r < r21 were
assigned surface tension 2 mN/m lower than the equilibrium
value. This modiﬁed model was used to describe the experimental data for BS+MAc foams, and the determined value of k
was 10% higher than the value determined under the assumption
of equal surface tension of all bubbles in the foam. Therefore,
although the eﬀect is not negligible, it is much smaller than the
other two eﬀects studied here—of the type of surfactant and of
the glycerol added to the aqueous phase.
Therefore, we can conclude that the HSM cosurfactants (such
as MAc and LAc) are able to change the surface tensions of
expanding and shrinking bubbles in foams, but the diﬀerence is
relatively small (compared to the mean surface tension) for the
systems studied in this paper, and it cannot explain the diﬀerent
rates of Ostwald ripening for BS and BS+HSM stabilized foams.

6. COMPARISON OF THE FILM PERMEABILITY DETERMINED IN FOAM EXPERIMENTS AND BY THE BUBBLE
DIMINISHING METHOD
The ﬁlm permeabilities for BS and BS+LADA stabilized
ﬁlms, determined in our experiments (see Table 1), are in good
agreement with those reported in literature for common black
ﬁlms, k ≈ 7  104 m/s.22 The values for BS+HSMcosurfactants are much lower than the values reported in the
literature even for Newtonian black ﬁlms, for which the ﬁlm permeability was shown to be about two times lower, k ≈ 4  104 m/s.22
Therefore, we have measured rather low ﬁlm permeability for
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BS+HSM-surfactants stabilized foams, which is not related to
diﬀerent ﬁlm thickness or diﬀerent surface tensions of the expanding
and shrinking bubbles, as shown in the previous section.
To check whether the values of k determined by the proposed
model agree with the results from an independent experimental
method (the bubble diminishing method), we performed additional experiments with the same surfactant solutions, by using
the procedure described in section 2.3. To determine more precisely the value of the ﬁlm permeability by the bubble diminishing
method, K, we used the fact that the contact angles of the common black ﬁlms surrounding meniscus are very small and that, in
such systems, the bubble radius and the ﬁlm radius are interrelated through the eﬀect of gravity:51
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4ΔFg 2
RF ¼
ð31Þ
R
3σ B
Here, RF is the ﬁlm radius of the attached bubble, g is the
acceleration of gravity, ΔF is the mass density diﬀerence between
the two phases (air and surfactant solution), σ is the surface
tension, and RB is the bubble radius. By considering that, for
submillimeter-sized bubbles, like those used in our experiments,
SF ≈ πRF2, and substituting eq 31 in eq 7, we derived the
following simple expression for the ﬁlm permeability:
K ¼ 

3Patm
RB ðtÞ
ln
2ΔFgt RB ðt ¼ 0Þ

Figure 6. Natural logarithm of bubble radius (measured in µm) as a
function of time, as determined by the bubble diminishing method, for
bubbles placed in BS+LAc (green circles), BS+MAc (blue squares), and
BS (red circles) solutions, respectively.

Table 2. Comparison between the Film Permeability Determined from Experiments with Foams and from Experiment
with Diminishing Bubbles Attached to AirWater Interface
k  105, m/s

ðcontact angle film  meniscus≈0Þ

ð32Þ
where RB(t = 0) is the initial radius of the bubble. Note that eq 32
predicts linear dependence of ln(RB) vs t; see Figure 6 for
illustration of results. Therefore, for determination of K we used
the best ﬁt to the lines shown in Figure 6. As expected, the bubble
is diminished more slowly in BS+MAc and BS+LAc solutions,
compared to the BS solution.
The average values of K determined from the bubble diminishing method and k from the foam experiments are compared in
Table 2. One sees that the data for BS coincide in the frame of our
experimental accuracy, which means that the developed theoretical model for foam coarsening describes very well the data for
these foams. The permeabilities for BS+MAc and BS+LAc solutions, obtained from the bubble diminishing method, are 30
50% higher than those determined from the experiments with
bulk foams. Before discussing the possible reasons for this difference, we should note that the reproducibility of the data for the
HSM systems in the diminishing bubble method was much lower
than that for the BS system and those found with bulk foams.
Therefore, we think that the most probable explanation for this
discrepancy in the measured permeability by the two methods,
for the HSM solutions, is the high sensitivity of the formed HSM
adsorption layers to the experimental conditions, such as possible
heat-driven convections in the underlying surfactant solution,
vibrations of the experimental cell due to its contact with the
thermostatting device, evaporation from the foam ﬁlm, surface
contaminations, and other possible artifacts which may occur in
this method (the experiments with foams have no any of these
speciﬁc problems). On the basis of the above analysis, and on the
much better reproducibility of the data obtained in the foam
experiments, we expect that the results for the ﬁlm permeability,
obtained in the foam experiments, are more reliable than those in
the diminishing bubble method.
One should note that, in our particular experimental setup, in
which the foams are in contact with the solid wall of the prism

foam

bubble under surface

BS

76 ( 25

65 ( 20

BS+LAc

17 ( 5

28 ( 4

BS+MAc

8(2

11 ( 3

used to observe the bubbles, we may expect some eﬀect of this
solid wall on the measured rate of Ostwald ripening. This eﬀect is
mainly due to the missing bubble neighbors, as compared to bulk
foams—around 3 out of 12 nearest neighbors would be missing
at close packing of monodisperse spheres; see section 4.2.1 in ref
53. Thus, we could estimate approximately that the rate of
Ostwald ripening is reduced by around 25%, due to the lower
number of neighbors available for gas exchange. There are more
subtle eﬀects, such as the speciﬁc arrangement of the bubbles close
to a smooth solid wall that are diﬃcult to consider rigorously.
Because we are not aware of any simple relation that could be
used to correct the foam data for the possible wall eﬀects, and
because these eﬀects are close to our experimental accuracy,
while being much smaller than the eﬀects of the surfactant type
and glycerol discussed in this paper, we have not tried to correct
the experimental data for the wall eﬀects.

7. PERMEABILITY OF THE SURFACTANT ADSORPTION
LAYERS
From the experimental results shown in Table 1 and eq 8, we
can determine the gas permeability of the surfactant adsorption
layers in the systems studied. We assumed that the values of the
Henry constant, H, do not depend on the presence of surfactant
in the aqueous phase, and took them from literature. Thus, we
used in these calculations H = 0.0199 (pure water) and H = 0.008
in the presence of 40 wt % glycerol.54 As determined experimentally16,55 the diﬀusion coeﬃcients, D, of the nitrogen and
oxygen molecules in pure water are very similar, D ≈ 2  109
m2/s. To account for the eﬀect of glycerol, we assumed that D is
inversely proportional to the viscosity of the aqueous phase,
which leads to D = 5.4  1010 m2/s in the presence of 40 wt %
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Table 3. Gas Permeability of the Surfactant Monolayers, kML,
and Relative Resistance of the Monolayers (with Respect to
the Aqueous Core of the Foam Films), 2D/hkML
kML  103, m/s

BS

no gly

+ gly

2D/hkML
no gly

+ gly

200

250

0.7

0.1

BS+LAc

20

20

7.5

2

BS+LOH

14

13

10

3

BS+MAc

9

10

17

4

Figure 7. Schematic presentation of the ﬂux of dissolved gas molecules
across a foam ﬁlm stabilized by surfactants with (A) high surface
modulus, and (B) low surface modulus. The formation of surface
condensed phase of surfactant molecules (by the molecules of myristic
acid in the speciﬁc surfactant system studied here34) leads to very low
solubility and diﬀusivity of the dissolved gas molecules in the condensed
adsorption layers on the foam ﬁlm surfaces. As a result, the gas transfer
resistance of the condensed adsorption layers is much higher, as compared to the more common ﬂuid adsorption layers.

glycerol. The ﬁlm thickness was estimated by eq 29 for all solutions studied. Under these assumptions, we can calculate separately the permeability of the aqueous core of the foam ﬁlms and
of the surfactant adsorption layers for all systems studied; see
Table 3. One sees that the permeability of the adsorption layers
for HSM-surfactants is much lower than the permeability of the
adsorption layers in the BS system. For example, MAc decreases
by more than 15 times the permeability of the surfactant adsorption layer. The addition of glycerol does not aﬀect signiﬁcantly
the permeability of the adsorption layers; i.e., the eﬀect of glycerol on Ostwald ripening comes exclusively from the reduced gas
solubility and diﬀusion coeﬃcient in the aqueous core of the ﬁlm
(see eq 8).
The measured gas permeability of the adsorption layers for BS
and BS+Gly coincides with the values reported by other authors,1621
whereas the layer permeabilities measured with the HSMcontaining foams are much lower. Therefore, we can conclude
that the main eﬀect of the HSM surfactants is to form condensed
adsorption layers on the foam ﬁlm surfaces which have particularly low gas permeability; see Figure 7. In these systems, the
monolayers of long-chain fatty acids are known34 to pack into the
so-called “surface condensed state” which resembles a solid twodimensional body with diﬀerent properties, as compared to the
more common ﬂuid adsorption layers. The gas solubility and
diﬀusivity in solid bodies is much lower, as compared to ﬂuids,
due to the closer packing and lack of mobility of the solidiﬁed
molecules. The vacancies between the molecules in such solid
bodies (which host the dissolved gas molecules) are less and are
immobile; therefore, the mechanism of transport of gas molecules in moving vacancies is suppressed in such solid media, in
contrast to liquid systems.

From this viewpoint, the studied HSM surfactants stabilize the
foams against Ostwald ripening by a diﬀerent mechanism, as
compared to the solid particles. Indeed, the solid particles can
decelerate or arrest the Ostwald ripening by jamming the bubble
surface, thus aﬀecting strongly the bubble surface tension (see,
e.g., refs 3133), whereas we showed that the surface tension
was only slightly aﬀected in the foams studied here.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Systematic measurements of the rate of bubble Ostwald
ripening in foams with air volume fraction of 90% are performed,
and several surfactants systems are compared which ensure high
and low surface dilatational moduli of the foaming solutions. In
one series of experiments, glycerol is added to the foaming solutions to clarify how changes in the composition of the aqueous
phase aﬀect the rate of bubble coarsening. The experimental
results are interpreted by a new theoretical model, which allows
us to decompose the overall gas permeability of the foam ﬁlms
into contributions coming from the surfactant adsorption layers
and from the aqueous core of the ﬁlms. For veriﬁcation of the
theoretical model, the gas permeability determined from the
experiments with bulk foams are compared with values, determined by the diminishing bubble method, and reasonably good
agreement is observed.
The theoretical analysis of the experimental data shows that
the rate of bubble Ostwald ripening in the studied foams is
strongly aﬀected by two qualitatively diﬀerent types of factors:
(1) Surfactant adsorption layers: surfactants with high surface
modulus lead to much slower rate of Ostwald ripening, due to the
reduced gas permeability of the adsorption layers in these systems. At a molecular level, the main reason for the observed eﬀect
is that the adsorption layers of long-chain fatty acids with high
surface modulus are in surface condensed (two-dimensional
solid) state. This condensed two-dimensional phase is characterized by low solubility and low diﬀusivity of the gas molecules
inside the closely packed solidiﬁed adsorption layers. (2) The
presence of glycerol in the aqueous phase (as a substance aﬀecting the solvent properties of water): the glycerol reduces both the
gas solubility and gas diﬀusivity in the aqueous core of the foam
ﬁlm, without aﬀecting the permeability of the adsorption layers,
thus also leading to slower Ostwald ripening.
Experiments with a Langmuir trough showed that the possible
diﬀerences in the surface tensions of the shrinking and expanding
bubbles in a given foam are too small to aﬀect strongly the rate of
Ostwald ripening in the systems studied here. The reason is that
the rate of bubble surface deformation in the foams is rather low,
on the order of 104 s1, so that even slow relaxation of the surface tension is able to reduce the surface tension variations down
to several mN/m.
We should note at the end that, in other systems (e.g., foams
stabilized by particles or surfactantpolymer mixtures), other
mechanisms for control of bubble Ostwald ripening are possible.
For example, the polymer-containing foaming solutions often
lead to foam ﬁlms with thickness up to 200300 nm, which
would lead to lower gas permeability of the ﬁlm interior, in comparison with the foams studied here. Also, the solid particles are
able to jam on the bubble surface, due to their very high barrier to
desorption, thus possibly leading to large variations in the surface
tension of the bubbles inside given foam. Therefore, the mechanisms discussed in our paper should be considered complementary, rather than competing with the other possible mechanisms
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discussed in the literature.5660 A similar mechanism, possibly
combined with other mechanisms of suppression of Ostwald
ripening, should be expected for all surfactants and surfactant
mixtures which form condensed adsorption layers on the bubble
surface, such as lipids, surfactant + long chain alcohol mixtures,
mixtures of cationic and anionic surfactants,56,58 and so forth.
A speciﬁc feature of our study is that we were able, by combining several approaches, to clarify unambiguously the mechanisms involved, as well as the speciﬁc contributions of the ﬁlm
interior and of the surfactant adsorption layers into the overall
gas permeability of the foam ﬁlms.
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